Design of online algorithms for assigning mobile users to basestations is considered with the objective of maximizing the sum-rate, when all users associated to any one basestation equally share each basestation's resources. Each user on its arrival reveals the rates it can obtain if connected to each of the basestations, and the problem is to assign each user to any one basestation irrevocably and without delay so that the sum-rate is maximized at the end of all user arrivals. In online algorithms, at each user arrival, the rates of future users are assumed to be unknown, and no assumptions are made about their statistics. Online algorithms with constant factor loss in comparison to offline algorithms (that know both the user arrival and user rates profile in advance) are derived. The proposed online algorithms are motivated from the famous online k-secretary problem and online maximum weight matching problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
A SSOCIATING mobile users to basestations under different utility models is a classical problem that has been well studied in literature. Many different utility models have been considered in prior work including load balancing [1] - [5] , cell breathing [6] , call admission [7] , fairness [8] . Another class of problems that resembles basestation association is that of sub-carrier/power allocation in a multi-carrier system either jointly with base-station allocation [9] , [10] or without it [11] - [13] .
Almost all of the prior work on basestation association or sub-carrier allocation either assumes that exact information about all the users is available (number of users and their channel gains) or their statistics is known and solves a joint optimization problem. In practice, however, loads in cellular networks are dynamic, i.e. users keep coming and going out of the system, and decisions made at any fixed time cease to be optimal in a short time window. More importantly, most of the prior work assumes a stochastic model, where the rates of each user achievable from different basestations are independent and identically distributed. This is a serious limitation in practice, since there is correlation in rates obtained by users that are physically close to each other, and there is correlation between rates obtained by a user from different basestations because of propagation environment, e.g. if the user is within a building or has severe shadowing losses or has highly directional antennas. Manuscript To address this issue, we take a different viewpoint and design online algorithms for the basestation association problem. Specifically, we consider the downlink basestation association problem, where each user on its arrival reveals the rates it can obtain on each of the basestations and the user needs to be associated to one of the basestations. The main constraint is that the association needs to be immediate and irrevocable, i.e. each user needs to be allotted to some basestation immediately upon arrival without any delay, and once the association is made the user cannot be reallotted to some other basestation. We assume a closed system following [14] , where a total of N users arrive one at a time and stay in the system for the full time duration of interest. The goal of downlink basestation association is to maximize the sum-rate where all users associated to any one basestation equally share the time/bandwidth.
Online algorithms have two important characteristics that merit attention. Firstly, online algorithms are statistically robust, and no assumptions are made about the statistics of the user's profile, i.e. the rates obtained by different users from different basestations can be arbitrarily correlated. Secondly, the association made by an online algorithm is causal, i.e. based on only the past and present user rates. The performance of an online algorithm is characterized by its competitive ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the utility of the offline algorithm (that knows the complete future inputs) to that of the online algorithm [15] . The problem is then to find online algorithms with smallest possible competitive ratio. Note that offline algorithms will also make immediate and irrevocable associations, but they will be assumed to be non-causal, i.e., rates of all future user arrivals are known in advance.
Online algorithms have been designed for many related problems in literature, (a) load balancing [16] , (b) load balancing with deadlines [17] , (c) maximum weight matching [18] , [19] , (d) k-secretary problem [20] , [21] , and (e) multipartitioning [22] , [23] , where given a set A, the problem is to
Analytical results on the competitive ratio for the multi-partitioning problem is known only when the functions f i are sub-modular [22] . The basestation association problem described above can be thought of as the multi-partitioning problem, where the set of users is partitioned into number of subsets equal to the number of basestations, such that the sum-rate is maximized. However, since time-sharing utility function is not sub-modular, prior results on competitive ratio for multi-partitioning [22] , [23] are not applicable.
Our contributions are as follows:
• Under the worst case input, we show that for the case when each user has identical rates to all basestations, the competitive ratio is of the order n/m, where n is the number of users and m is the number of basestations. For the general case of each user having different rates to each basestation, the competitive ratio further worsens to order n. The results reveal that online algorithms are too pessimistic in the worst case. • We next consider a more reasonable randomized input model, where the user rates to each basestation can still be worst case (adversarial); however, the order in which users arrive is randomized. We show that for the case when each user has identical rates to all basestations, the competitive ratio is close to 2. For the general case of each user having different rates to each basestation, the competitive ratio is shown to be at most equal to 8. This is a substantial improvement over the worst case input, since with the randomized input the competitive ratio is independent of the parameters of the problem. Moreover, these results show that not only online algorithms are robust, being independent of any change in system parameters and statistics, they incur only constant factor loss compared to offline algorithms that know everything about future arrivals in advance. We also show that the competitive ratio of the often-used algorithm of attaching each user to the strongest basestation scales as n, even for the randomized input model. • We also consider the case of reassignment, where at any time slot one of the previously assigned user can be reassigned. For the case when each user has identical rates to all basestations, the competitive ratio is shown to be equal to 1, i.e. offline and online algorithm perform the same, while for arbitrary rates case we show a four-fold improvement over the no reassignment case.
II. BASESTATION ALLOCATION PROBLEM: MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
Consider the scenario where n mobile users arrive one at a time into a geographical area with m basestations with m < n. User i has a non-negative weight w ij to basestation j, and this weight typically corresponds to the user's achievable rate/capacity. The weights w ij are collected into an n × m matrix W . The users, basestations, and the weights are conveniently captured in a weighted complete bipartite graph
. . , m} is the set of basestations, and the weight of the edge (i, j) is w ij .
In the downlink basestation allocation problem, each user is to be allotted to exactly one of the m basestations. An arbitrary allocation is, therefore, specified by the family of sets M = {M j : 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, where M j denotes the set of users allotted to basestation j. Note that the sets M j partition V 1 . We consider the allocation problem, where the goal is to find an allocation M that maximizes a certain objective function or utility denoted R(M, W ), which is a function of the weight matrix as well as the allocation. The allocation made by an algorithm A for a weight matrix W will be denoted M A (W ).
A. Offline versus online allocation
In an offline allocation problem, the entire weight matrix W is available ahead of time. Therefore, an offline algorithm attempts to find the optimal allocation as follows:
Let us denote the optimal offline utility by R * off = R(M * off (W ), W ). In an online allocation problem, the users arrive in an arbitrary order, and weights of user i are revealed only upon its arrival. i.e. the i-th row of W is revealed when user i arrives. Most importantly, user i needs to be immediately allotted to a basestation upon arrival, and this allocation cannot be altered subsequently.
Competitive ratio for an online algorithm A,
, measures the loss incurred by the online algorithm in comparison to the offline algorithm [15] . The worst-case and average competitive ratio of an online algorithm A are defined as η worst (A) = max W η W (A) and η avg (A) = W Pr(W )η W (A), respectively, where Pr(W ) denotes the probability of occurance of the weight matrix W . The best possible worst-case competitive ratio that can be achieved by any online algoritm is denoted η * worst and is defined as η * worst = min A η worst (A) = min A max W η W (A). Ideally, we would like to have online algorithms with η * worst as close to 1 as possible.
B. Utility functions
A popular utility in wireless cellular networks is the timesharing utility, where all users alloted to a basestation equally share its resources. Time sharing utility achieves sum-rate of
where w ij is the rate/capacity of the channel of user i to basestation j, and d j = |M j | is the degree of basestation j (number of users allocated to basestation j) in the allocation M, with each basestation equally time-sharing the allotted users. Equal time sharing is a starvation-free scheduling policy, where all users are treated equally irrespective of their individual rates. For maximizing the sum-rate with equal time sharing by each basestation, it is better to not allocate some of the weak users to any of the basestations. However, our problem set up precludes that possibility by ensuring that each user is associated to one of the basestations.
In this paper, we assume that none of the basestations have any channel state information (CSI) for any of the users, and this precludes beamforming and precoding. When user i arrives, weights w ij (computed based on SINR) are revealed for each basestation j. These weights do not depend on the already allocated users 1, . . . , i − 1 to any of the basestations, because of lack of CSI. More importantly, without CSI, the allocation of the new user to any of the basestations does not change the weights of the already allocated users. Only the timesharing factor 1/d changes. This is true for SISO as well as MIMO scenarios in the downlink.
III. BOUNDS ON WORST CASE COMPETITIVE RATIO

A. Case I: Identical basestations
In this case, each user has the same weight to all basestations making the rows of W constant. Hence, the matrix W is such that all columns are repetitions of the first column, i.e. w ik = w il , 1 ≤ i ≤ n for all 1 ≤ k, l ≤ m. 1 The order of arrival is important and the offline algorithm has significantly more information than an online algorithm in the worst case. We now study this case closely and show that η * worst scales as n/m in the worst case.
1) Optimal offline algorithm: We begin by deriving the optimal offline algorithm for the time-sharing utility. An offline algorithm has non-causal knowledge of the weight of user i, denoted w i , which is the constant value in row i of W . Proposition 1. Let the users be numbered such that w 1 ≥ w 2 ≥ · · · ≥ w n . Then, the optimal offline time-sharing utility is
and an optimal allocation is M Proof: To prove (3), we need the following lemma.
Proof: Simplifying (4), we need
In words, Lemma 2 says that, for m = 2 basestations and n = d users, the maximum throughput is obtained by allotting the user with the largest weight to one basestation, and letting all other users share the other basestation.
We now consider m basestations and n users. To prove Proposition 1, we show that for an arbitrary allocation M,
Without loss of generality assume that w 1 ≥ w 2 , where w j = max i∈Mj w i . Then applying Lemma 2 for basestation 1 and 2 by moving all users from basestation 1 to 2 except the one with weight w 1 , we have T S(M, W ) ≤
Repeating this argument successively for basestation i and i+1
2) Upper bound on the competitive ratio:
We consider a round robin online algorithm RR that allots user i to basestation 1 + (i mod m). After n users have arrived, each basestation has either n m or n m users associated to it. RR algorithm achieves a time-sharing utility T S(
, where, once again, the weights are such
3) Lower bound on the competitive ratio: Denoting the constant value in row i of W as w i , a weight matrix W is specified by the vector [w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ]. We let (6) which contains n weight matrices with β > 1 being a constant. From Proposition 1, by allocating only the l th user in W l to one of the basestations, we have
Now, let us consider an arbitrary online algorithm A. Suppose that, for W = W n , A allocates user i to basestation k i , and let d max (i) be the maximum degree of any basestation immediately after user i has been allocated. Since there are n users and m basestations, there exists i = i * such that d max (i * ) ≥ n/m, by a pigeon-hole argument. Now, since A is online and W l matches with W n in the first l rows, for W = W l , A allocates user i to basestation k i for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Specifically, for input W = W i * , A allocates user i * to a basestation with degree at least n/m. Therefore,
since the contribution of each basestation is at most β i * −1 for all users other than user i * . Using (7) and (8), we get
Comparing with (5) and (9), we get the following:
When all m basestations are identical for each of the n users, η worst ∼ n m , and the simple round-robin algorithm achieves it.
B. Case II: Arbitrary Weights
In this case, the weight matrix W is assumed to contain arbitrary entries with no further assumptions.
1) Optimal offline algorithm: We first note that finding the optimal offline algorithm is challenging in this case. For deriving the competitive ratio, instead we upper bound the utility of the optimal offline algorithm. Consider an algorithm A that makes an allocation
(10) 2) Bounds on the competitive ratio: For an upper bound on the best worst-case competitive ratio, we consider a maxweight online algorithm A 0 that allocates each user to the basestation with maximum weight, i.e. user i is alloted to basestation j * = arg max j w ij . Let mw i = w i,j * be the maximum weight of user i, and arrange the users such that
since the maximum degree of any basestation in any allocation is n. Therefore, η * worst ≤ η worst (A 0 ) ≤ n. While the above upper bound looks rather pessimistic at first glance, it is, in fact, tight for the general case of arbitrary weights. Theorem 4. For allocating n users to m basestations, η worst = Θ(n), and an online algorithm that associates each user to the basestation with the largest weight achieves it.
Proof: To prove the Theorem, we use the following set of weight matrices
For the optimal offline algorithm, by assigning the l th user to basestation 1 and all other users to other basestations,
consider an arbitrary online algorithm A. We first show that if for any W = W j , if a user is assigned by any online algorithm A to a basestation with weight , then η worst (A) ≥ ∞. Suppose user l is assigned to a basestation with weight for W = W j , l ≤ j. Since A is online and W l matches with W j in the first l rows, we have that A allocates the same basestation to user l for
which can be made arbitrarily large by choosing a sufficiently large β and sufficiently small . Therefore the only other choice for any online algorithm is to asign all users to basestation 1 (avoiding the allocation of any user to a basestation with weight ), for which
In summary, the worst case competitive ratio of online basestation allocation problems grow unbounded in the number of users. Therefore, online algorithms for basestation allocation are not very promising in the worst case, and simple algorithms such as round-robin or max-weight allocation suffice. In practice, assuming worst case for both the weights of each user and the order of user arrivals is somewhat pessimistic since there is inherent randomness in user arrivals. We study this more reasonable scenario in the next section, where users arrive uniformly randomly, however, with arbitrary weights (including worst case).
IV. BOUNDS ON AVERAGE CASE COMPETITIVE RATIO
In this section, we assume that weights of each user to any basestation are arbitrary (possibly worst case), while the order of user arrivals is uniformly random.
A. Case I: Identical basestations
We first consider the identical basestations case, where the weight matrix W can be specified by the vector of weights w = [w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ] ordered such that w 1 ≥ w 2 ≥ · · · ≥ w n . For considering average competitive ratio, we need to specify a distribution for the weight matrices. Assuming user arrivals to be uniformly random, the weight matrix W is assumed to be uniformly distributed over all permutations of w = [w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n ], i.e. for any permutation π of {1, 2, . . . , n}, Pr{W = π(w)} = 1/n!, where π(w) = [w π(1) w π(2) · · · w π(n) ]. Our bounds for the case of averaging over the permutations with fixed weights will be independent of w i , and, therefore, the same bounds hold for any further averaging over the values of the weights w i .
From Proposition 1, the optimal offline algorithm allocates each of the top m − 1 users arriving at positions π −1 (i), 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, respectively, to basestation i, while all other users are allocated to basestation m. To be competitive, an online algorithm has the task of associating the top m − 1 users to m − 1 distinct basestations while minimizing the number of other weaker users getting associated to these m−1 basestations in an online fashion. This is a generalization of the k-secretary problem that has been considered in [20] [21] , where secretaries arrive sequentially, and either a secretary is chosen or rejected instantaneously, and the problem is to select the k top most secretaries in an online manner.
We present an algorithm that has some elements of the virtual algorithm in [21] with a modification in the stopping rule to suit the allocation problem. The proposed algorithm, denoted A m (r), with n users to be allocated among m basestations, proceeds as follows:
1) Allocate the first r test users to basestation 1, and compute the (m − 1)-th largest weight, denoted T , among the first r users. 2) Set j = 2.
3) For i = r + 1, r + 2, . . . , n, if w π(i) > T , a) Allocate user i to basestation j. b) Update T as the (m − 1)-th largest weight user seen so far. c) Set j = j + 1. If j > m, set j = 2.
4) For
The algorithm A m (r) allots users, arriving after position r, in a round-robin fashion to basestations 2 through m, if their weight is within the top (m − 1) weights seen so far. Otherwise, the user is allotted to basestation 1. We say that a user is selected, if the user is allotted to basestation j for 2 ≤ j ≤ m. Let S n denote the total number of selected users.
In the ensuing analysis, we determine the probability, over all uniformly random permutations π, that S n = d.
For a permutation π on the n users, let p(i) = |{j : w π(j) ≥ w π(i) , 1 ≤ j ≤ i}| denote the number of users in the first i positions with weight greater than or equal to w π(i) . Note that the weight of user i is within the top p(i) weights seen so far, and p(i) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i}. So, for i > r, user i is selected if p(i) ≤ m − 1, and not selected otherwise.
As shown in [24] (also see [25, Chapter 3, Problem 16]), there is a bijection between the set of all permutations π on n users and the vectors [p(1) p(2) · · · p(n)], 1 ≤ p(i) ≤ i, for each i. So, selecting a permutation π uniformly at random is equivalent to selecting p(i) independently for i = 1, 2, . . . , n with p(i) being uniform in {1, 2, . . . , i}. Using this bijection, it readily follows that
where the first product term represents the d selected users for which p(i) ≤ m − 1, and the second product term counts all the other n− d− r non-selected users for which p(i) > m− 1.
By careful manipulation of the product term in (11) (shown in Appendix A), we obtain
The summation in (12) can be simplified as shown in Appendix A, and we get that S n is approximately Poissondistributed as n → ∞ with mean λ = (m − 1) log e n r . That is, we have Pr
Now, if S n ≥ m − 1, we have that more than m − 1 users have been selected, and from the description of algorithm A m (r) this implies that the top m − 1 users are necessarily in the selected list. Since the selected users are allocated in a round-robin fashion to basestations 2 through m, we get that the degree of basestation i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is at most S n /(m − 1) . Therefore, the competitive ratio is at most S n /(m − 1) , which is a bound independent of the user weights. However, if S n < m − 1, the top m − 1 users are not chosen, and the competitive ratio becomes dependent on user weights. To avoid this scenario, we use the inverse of the competitive ratio, 1/η(A m (r)), in the ensuing analysis, and employ the following bounds:
where we have used the lower bound 0 to avoid the dependence on user weights, in the case when S n < m − 1.
Using the lower bound in (13) , we obtain the following:
Theorem 5. Let α be a constant fraction, and let r = αn be the number of test users in the online algorithm A m (r) for allocating n users to m basestations. As the number of users n → ∞, the average competitive ratio of A m (r) satisfies
where d in the summation represents the number of selected users after A m (r) terminates, λ = −(m − 1) log e α and d max = n(1 − α)/(m − 1) is the maximum possible value for S n .
To facilitate numerical computations for large n, the value of d max in (14) can be chosen to be any integer, and the bound still remains valid, since every term is positive. Picking d max = 10 and evaluating numerically, we get that the highest lower bound is obtained at α = 0.22, and we obtain
B. Case II: Arbitrary Weights
We move on to the case where the weights of a user to each basestation are arbitrary. In this case, we fix a weight matrix W and consider averaging over all permutations π of the rows of W , i.e. the users arrive in an arbitrary order specified by π. The permuted version of W is denoted π(W ). Since our SAMPLEANDPRICE(G(|L|, R)) 1 k ← Binomial(|L|, p) 2
Let L be the first k vertices of L 3
For each r ∈ R: 5
Setprice(r) to be the weight of the edge incident to r in M 1 
For each subsequent ∈ L\L , : 8 Lete = ( , r) be the highest-weight edge such that w(e) ≥ price(r) 9
IfM ∪ e is a matching, accept e for M GREEDY (G(L ∪ R, E)) 1
Sort edges of E in decreasing order of weight. 2 Matching M ← Φ 3
For each edge e ∈ E, in sorted order 4
If M ∪ e is a matching 5
Return M bound will be independent of the weights, the same bound holds upon further averaging over an arbitrary distribution on the weights themselves. When the weights are arbitrary, the optimal offline timesharing utility can be upper-bounded by the max-weight matching in the complete weighted bipartite graph G = (V 1 ∪ V 2 , V 1 × V 2 ) as shown in (10) . In G, the edge (i, j) connects user i to basestation j and has weight w ij .
Online algorithms to find max-weight matchings in bipartite graphs have been studied by several authors. See [19] and references therein for more details. The averaging in these online matching algorithms is over all orderings of vertices in one partition, and this is the same as the distribution π(W ) considered here in the basestation allocation problem.
We now make use of online max-weight matching algorithms to develop a randomized online allocation algorithm and compute its expected competitive ratio under the timesharing utility. The SAMPLEANDPRICE algorithm proposed in [19] for online max-weight matching with input bipartite graph (G(L ∪ R), E), L and R are left and right vertices, and E is the weighted edge set, where when a vertex ∈ L is seen, all edges incident to are revealed, together with their weights. The algorithm immediately decides to either match to an available vertex of R, or never matches . Lemma 6. [19] For p = 1 2 , the competitive ratio of SAMPLEANDPRICE algorithm is 8.
Now we propose an online algorithm called
HideAndSeek using the SAMPLEANDPRICE algorithm to maximize the timesharing utility.
HideAndSeek Algorithm 1) Let j 0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} be chosen uniformly at random. 2) Upon the arrival of user i, run the online algorithm SAMPLEANDPRICE(G −j0 ), where
is the graph with basestation j 0 deleted from the original graph G. If an edge (i, j) from the user is accepted into the matching, output O(i) = j, else output O(i) = j 0 . 3) Allocate the user i to basestation O(i). We call this algorithm HideAndSeek since it first randomly hides one basestation and then seeks an online max-weight matching for the rest of the basestations. 
since O(G) without the edge to basestation j 0 is a possible matching in G −j0 , and j 0 is chosen uniformly at random. Thus for the HideAndSeek algorithm, the expected utility
, by not considering the contribution of the users associated with the randomly chosen basestation j 0 . Hence, we have
where (a) follows since O is the SAMPLEANDPRICE algorithm that is 8-competitive (Lemma 6), while (b) follows from (16) . Since the optimal offline utility is upper-bounded by MWM(G), the expected average competitive ratio of the algorithm A is given as E[η avg (A)] ≤ 8m m−1 . Discussion: To summarize, in this section we have shown that with the uniformly random user arrival order, online algorithms are a good candidate for practical use since they have constant competitive ratio with the offline algorithm, that provides the absolute benchmark to the overall sumrate performance. The online algorithms presented in this section tend to allocate only few strong users to most of the basestations and load one basestation with most of the weak users. Even though this results unequal loading of users, such an allocation maximizes the sum-rate close to what an optimal offline algorithm can, knowing everything in future.
Practical Implications:Most often in practice, any incoming user is assigned to the basestation for which it has the maximum weight (achievable rate). As we saw in Section III-B, this max-weight association was optimal in the worst case input case, where the competitive ratio grows as the number of users n. In the more reasonable scenario of randomized user arrival order, even for just two basestations, consider a user
denotes matrix transpose. Now if users arrive in any order, the max-weight association algorithm's utility will be at the maximum n i=1 β i /n, while the optimal offline algorithm's utility is at least β n . Thus, for large β the competitive ratio of the max-weight association is still n, if only the user arrival order is randomized, while the weights of each user are still worst case. As we proved in Section IV-B, however, the competitive ratio of HideAndSeek algorithm is a constant. Thus, the algorithms presented in Section IV-B are far better alternatives to the popular max-weight basestation association.
V. REASSIGNMENTS
In previous sections, we have assumed that once a user is allocated to a basestation that allocation is irrevocable. In practice, this is typically the case, since reassignments are costly. However, from the utility point of view there could be a big advantage even if a small number of users are allowed to be reassigned. In this section, we want to identify how much improvement can be obtained in terms of competitive ratio if some users are allowed to be reassigned.
A. Identical basestations Theorem 8. If on user i's arrival any one of the previously assigned 1, . . . , i − 1 users is allowed to be reassigned, then the competitive ratio is 1, i.e. online algorithm performs as good as an optimal offline algorithm, even with adversarial inputs.
Proof: Recall from Section III-A1 that the optimal offline algorithm is to allocate top m − 1 users to m − 1 basestations with no two sharing a basestation, and the n − (m − 1) weakest users are allocated to a single basestation. Thus, a simple online algorithm that, on each user arrival, assigns or reassigns the current weakest user (depending on when the current weakest user arrived) to the one basestation designated for the n− (m− 1) weakest users, achieves the optimal offline utility.
If only the last arrived user is allowed to be reassigned then we show in the next Theorem that it is equivalent to not having allowed any reassignment and the competitive ratio is ≈ n m . Theorem 9. If on user i's arrival only the previously assigned user i − 1 is allowed to be reassigned, then η worst ≥ n m . Proof: Recall the case of no reassignments being allowed in Section III-A3. The set of bad weight matrices W defined in (6) continue to be bad, even when only the last arrived user is allowed to be reassigned, if a 0 is inserted between any two non-zero entries (β i and β i+1 for i = 1, . . . , l) of the weight matrices. With these modified weight matrices, the result follows immediately. Theorem 10 . With adversarial inputs, if on user i's arrival any one of the previously assigned 1, . . . , i−1 users is allowed to be reassigned then the competitive ratio > n/2.
B. Arbitrary Weights
Proof: For m = 2, consider two bad inputs:
. . a a n/2 a . . . a
where a << b, a << c, b ≈ c, and x >> b, x >> c. Since, with W 1 , weight of user n to basestation 1, x, is extremely large compared to all other weights, optimal offline algorithm will assign the first n − 1 users to basestation 2 and allocate only user n to basestation 1, while exactly the opposite happens with W 2 .
An online algorithm, at slot n − 1 not knowing whether in the n-th slot the weights are (x, a) or (a, x), would have allocated n/2 − 1 users to at least one of the two basestations.
Without loss of generality, let basestation 1 have n/2−1 users at the end of slot n− 1. Then if W 1 is the actual sequence, i.e. (x, a) is the weight of the n th user, the utility of the online algorithm is at most x/(n/2 − 1).
Theorem 11. With randomized input, if on user i's arrival any one of the previously assigned 1, . . . , i − 1 users is allowed to be reassigned then the competitive ratio ≤ 2m m−1 . To prove this Theorem, consider a greedy offline algorithm (called GOA) for solving the offline max-weight matching problem, that greedily adds the heaviest edge possible to the current matching and stops when no further edge can be added. Proof: Induction It is easy to verify the claim for the base case j = 2. Assume the hypothesis is true for time j. Let the output of GOA on an offline input from time 1, . . . , j, and time 1, . . . , j + 1, be G j k , k = 1, . . . , m and G j+1 k , k = 1, . . . , m, respectively. Note that G j+1 k = G j k if and only if the weight of at least one edge among the m newly arrived edges w j+1,k , k = 1, . . . , m, is more than the corresponding element in G j k , k = 1, . . . , m. Let the index of the heaviest edge for which w j+1,k > G j k , k = 1, . . . , m be k . Then G j+1 k = {G j k ∪ w j+1,k }, k = k , k = 1, . . . , m. More importantly note that the same is true for the online algorithm O r that deletes the k edge at time j of O j k and adds the heaviest edge from the newly arrived edges at time j
This proves the claim, since we assumed that G j k = O j k .
To prove Theorem 11 we propose the following algorithm R:
1) Let j 0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} be chosen uniformly at random. 2) Use online algorithm O r to find the max-weight matching in the graph 
since O(G) without the edge to basestation j 0 is a possible matching in G −j0 , and j 0 is chosen uniformly at random. Using (18) , similar to (17), we see that
since O r is a 2-competitive algorithm as shown in Lemma 12, 13. Since the optimal offline utility is upper-bounded by MWM(G), the expected average competitive ratio of the algorithm R is given as E[η avg (A)] ≤ 2m m−1 . Discussion: In this section, we quantified the gain in terms of competitive ratio when some users can be reassigned. We showed that competitive ratio can be improved 4 times even if only one user is allowed to be reassigned under the randomized user arrival order scenario, which is significant. Even though reassignments are costly, we showed that there is significant value in doing so.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We first consider the case of identical basestations and plot the competitive ratio obtained by our k-secretary based algorithm A m (r) descibed in Section IV-A, and compare it with the max-weight algorithm. We plot the competitive ratio for different values of r, the number of test users that are used to determine the threshold, for m = 10 basestations with n in Fig. 1 . We plot for both the idealistic scenario of i.i.d. uniform rates between [0, 10] , and a correlation model, where rate for each user from basestation 1 is i.i.d. uniform with rates between [0, 10], and rate for each user from all other basestations is i.i.d. uniform with rates between [0, 5]. We see that the competitive ratio is close to 1 as n grows large for our algorithm, which is better than the worst case bound of Theorem 5 for both the cases. The max-weight algorithm has a competitive ratio of around 2 for the i.i.d. uniform rates and competitive ratio of 2.5 for the correlated model.
Next, we consider the arbitrary weights case, and plot the competitive ratio for the HideAndSeek algorithm and compare it with the max-weight algorithm in Fig. 2 for m = 10 with the correlated and the i.i.d. model defined above. From Fig.  2 , the competitive ratio of HideAndSeek algorithm is five times better than the max-weight algorithm for the correlation model, while in the i.i.d. model it is more or less similar. Finally, in Fig. 3 , we plot the competitive ratio of the reassignment algorithm R, where at any time one of the previously assigned user can be reassigned, for both the correlation model (described above) and the i.i.d. model for m = 10. Comparing with Fig. 2 , the reassignment algorithm performs better than HideAndSeek algorithm for both the cases as expected, but more importantly it is better than the max-weight algorithm for the i.i.d. model as shown in Fig. 2 .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we took first steps in understanding the fundamental sum-rate performance of basestation association problem when no assumptions are made about user statistics. We first showed that with the worst case input, the competitive ratio of any online algorithm grows linearly with the number of users and hence is too pessimistic. Then, we restricted ourselves to the more realistic case of random user arrival order and then derived online algorithms with constant competitive ratio. This is a significant result since the online algorithm only pays a constant penalty with respect to the offline algorithm that are provided with all the user information in advance. More importantly, we showed that the often used max-weight basestation allocation is very bad in terms of competitive ratio and the algorithms proposed in this paper provide a better alternative. Multiplying and dividing the RHS of (21) by r+1≤i≤n (i − m + 1) and canceling common terms, we further get 
APPENDIX
Using (22) in (20), we get Pr(S n = d) = r(r − 1) · · · (r − m + 2) n(n − 1) · · · (n − m + 2)
Letting A d (t, n) = t+1≤i 1 <i 2 < ···<i d ≤n 1 i1i2···i d , we see that the summation in (23) can be written as A d (r − (m− 1), n− (m− 1)). Proof: The proof is by induction on d. The base case is d = 1, which follows easily. By induction hyptothesis, suppose that the assertion is true for d − 1 for some d ≥ 2. We have that A d (n, t) = n−d+1
= n−d+1
where the induction hyptothesis is used in the first step. The first term in (26) can be approximated by the integral I = n−d+2 x=i1 1 x log n x d−1 dx, with the error bounded as 
where the last step follows by taking the maximum term in (29) and multiplying by the number of terms. The second term in (26) also has the same order behavior as (29), which can, once again, be verified by taking the maximum term and multiplying by the number of terms. Now, the integral I simplifies as
Using (32) and (30) in (26), the proposition is proved. Using Proposition 14 in (23), we get Pr(S n = d) = r(r − 1) · · · (r − m + 2) n(n − 1) · · · (n − m + 2) s d A d (r − s, n − s), (33)
where s m − 1 and we have used the assumptions that m = o(n) and r grows linearly with n.
